Knowledge graphs (KGs) have proven to be effective for highquality recommendation. Most efforts, however, explore KGs by either extracting separate paths connecting user-item pairs, or iteratively propagating user preference over the entire KGs, thus failing to efficiently exploit KGs for enhanced recommendation. In this paper, we design a novel attentive knowledge graph embedding (AKGE) framework for recommendation, which sufficiently exploits both semantics and topology of KGs in an interactionspecific manner. Specifically, AKGE first automatically extracts high-order subgraphs that link user-item pairs with rich semantics, and then encodes the subgraphs by the proposed attentive graph neural network to learn accurate user preference. Extensive experiments on three real-world datasets demonstrate that AKGE consistently outperforms state-of-the-art methods. It additionally provides potential explanations for the recommendation results.
INTRODUCTION
Recently, knowledge graphs (KGs) [38] have attracted increasing attention in the community of recommender systems due to their comprehensive auxiliary data for effective recommendation, such as item attributes and user profiles [45, 52] . However, it is challenging to effectively integrate such heterogeneous information into recommender systems. Till now, two types of KG-aware recommendation algorithms have been broadly studied, namely pathbased [52, 57] and propagation-based methods [45, 50] . The former methods model the user-item connectivity by extracting linear paths from KGs, and therefore fail to exploit the rich semantics and topology of KGs. The latter methods iteratively propagate user preference over the entire KGs, which inevitably introduces noise irrelevant to the specific user-item interaction and thus limits the performance.
Toy Example. To illustrate, Figure 1 depicts a toy example of a KG in business domain (i.e., Yelp). It shows fairly strong relations between McDonald's and KFC with various semantics: belong to the same category (i.e. Food); located in the same city (i.e. SunCity); and simultaneously rated by two friends (i.e. May and Amy). To infer Mike's preference to KFC, path-based methods first extract several qualified paths linking Mike and KFC from the KG with length constraint (e.g., no more than 3). Hence, four paths are extracted: originally expressed by the graph, may not be well reflected by the simple aggregation of the separate paths. That is to say, such weak coupling hinders the paths from getting a more complete picture of the complicated topology between Mike and KFC [29] . In addition, the longer path Mike → McDonald's → May → Amy → KFC, indicating the friendship of May and Amy, is simply ignored due to the length constraint. Such information loss further weakens the strong connections between Mike and KFC, thus leading to inaccurate recommendations. In contrast, propagation-based methods model the interaction between Mike and KFC by iteratively propagating information over the entire KG. The preference of Mike is learned by aggregating information from all of its neighbors (e.g., Walmart, McDonald's and Jim). Nevertheless, such information may contain noise (e.g., Walmart and Jim) that is irrelevant to this specific interaction, which misleads the inference of Mike's interest on KFC.
To ease the limitations of path-based and propagation-based methods, we believe it is of critical importance to sufficiently exploit KGs in an interaction-specific manner. To this end, we exploit subgraphs that connect user-item pairs to characterize their connectivities, which benefits recommendation in two aspects: (1) as a nonlinear combination of separate paths, the subgraph contains both the rich semantics and topology of KGs, and thus is more expressive than linear paths; and (2) the subgraph only preserves entities and relations that are relevant to the specific user-item interaction; it can thus efficiently avoid noise from the entire KG. It is, however, non-trival to employ subgraphs for user preference inference with the following two major challenges.
The first challenge is how to mine semantic subgraphs for more comprehensive descriptions on entity relations (e.g., the relations between Mike and KFC). Due to the large volume of KGs, it is not practical to apply traditional methods with expensive computational cost on KGs, such as breadth first search (BFS) [60] and depth first search (DFS) [41] 1 . We, therefore, propose to convert the time-consuming subgraph mining into labor-saving path sampling, and then construct the subgraph by assembling the sampled paths. A novel distance-aware sampling strategy is thus devised to help select salient paths between user-item pairs, so as to blackuce the noise that may be introduced in the subgraph.
The second challenge is how to encode the extracted heterogeneous subgraphs in an effective fashion for enhanced user preference inference. The unique non-Euclidean structure of subgraphs motivates us to employ the powerful graph representation technique -graph neural networks (GNNs) [13, 24, 27, 35] , which learn accurate embeddings for entities by iteratively aggregating information from neighbors in the high-order graph topology. However, all neighbors are treated equally in vanilla GNNs. Due to the heterogeneity of KGs, an entity may connect with multiple types of neighbors via various relations. To differentiate the impact of different neighbors, we design an attentive graph neural network with relation-aware propagation and attentive aggregation to help attentively aggregate more reliable information from neighbors for a better embedding learning.
In sum, we propose a novel end-to-end neural recommendation framework, named Attentive Knowledge Graph Embedding framework -AKGE. Specifically, the distance-aware sampling strategy helps mine high-order semantic subgraphs, representing complex relations between user-item pairs, in an automatic manner; and the attentive graph neural network aims to model the complicated useritem connectivity (i.e., the high-order subgraphs between user-item pairs) by considering the heterogeneity of KGs. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that heterogeneous subgraphs have been used to characterize user-item interactions for KG-aware recommendation. Extensive experiments on three real-world datasets demonstrate that AKGE significantly beats state-of-the-art methods with a lift of 9.30%, 9.54% w.r.t. Hit and NDCG on average, respectively. In addition, the elaborated case study helps illustrate the interpretability of AKGE for effective recommendation.
RELATED WORK
This section gives a review of existing KG-based recommendation methods, which can be generally classified into three categories:
Direct-relation based Methods. A line of research leverages the relations of directly connected entities in KGs for embedding learning. For instance, CKE [58] adopts TransR [28] to learn item embeddings with the involvement of KGs. DKN [46] generates news embeddings by utilizing KGs via TransD [22] . KSR [20] exploits KGs to boost sequential recommendations via TransE [2] . More recently, KTUP [3] jointly learns the recommendation model and KG completion via TransH [53] . RCF [55] jointly models user preference via attention mechanisms and item relations via DistMult [56] . MKR [48] utilizes KG embeddings to regularize recommendation tasks. Though significant improvements have been achieved, these methods cannot fully capture the complex semantics of user-item connectivity for enhanced embedding learning, as they only consider the direct relations between entities.
Semantic-path based Methods. Many methods measure useritem connectivity via meta-path based similarity [39] , such as PER [57] , HeteCF [31] and SemRec [37] . Others leverage the metapath based random walk for better embedding learning, such as HERec [36] , HIN2Vec [12] , HINE [21] and Metapath2vec [8] . The dependency on handcrafted features dramatically hinders the generality of these methods. Hence, RKGE [40] and KPRN [52] automatically extract paths (with length constraint) connecting user-item pairs, and then model these paths via RNNs. However, decomposing the sophisticated user-item connectivity into separate linear paths would inevitably lead to information loss. In contrast, our AKGE exploits rich semantics of user-item connectivity via expressive subgraphs, in an automatic manner. Propagation based Methods. Recent methods iteratively perform propagation over the whole KG to assist in recommendation. For instance, RippleNet [44, 45] extends the user's interests along KG links to discover her potential interests. KGCN [49] and KGCN-LS [47] apply graph convolutional network (GCN) [13] to compute embeddings of items via propagation among their neighbors in KGs. Most recently, KGAT [50] recursively performs propagation over KGs via GCN to refine entity embeddings. Taking the whole KG as input, these methods learn embedding for each entity by aggregating information from all of its neighbors. Noise (i.e., the less informative neighbors) and heavy computation (i.e., the large number of neighbors) would be inevitably introduced into the embedding learning process, as there is no constraint between the target entity and its neighbors, thus hurting the performance. In contrast, AKGE preserves only the highly related entities and relations for a specific user-item pair by mining the semantic subgraph connecting them from KGs, and thus is able to learn more accurate embeddings for user preference inference.
ATTENTIVE KNOWLEDGE GRAPH EMBEDDING
This section presents the proposed framework -attentive knowledge graph embedding (AKGE), which exploits the expressive subgraphs for KG-based recommendation. The overall framework of AKGE is illustrated by Figure 2 , composed of three modules: 1) Subgraph Construction -it automatically mines semantic subgraphs to represent the high-order user-item connectivity based on a distanceaware path sampling strategy; 2) Attentive Graph Neural Network (AGNN) -the subgraphs are further encoded by a novel attentive graph neural network to learn semantic embeddings for entities; 3) Multi-layer Perceptron (MLP) Prediction -by feeding the welllearned user and item embeddings from AGNN, it uses nonlinear layers to predict user preferences towards items. Notations. We denote the user and item sets as U = {u 1 , u 2 , · · · , u n } and I = {i 1 , i 2 , · · · , i m }, respectively. Each entry r u,i in the useritem feedback matrix R ∈ R n×m is defined as: r u,i = 1 if the interaction between user u and item i is observed, and 0 otherwise. For generality, we use "entity" to refer to objects (e.g., user, business, category, and city) that can be mapped into a KG (denoted as G).
The definitions of KGs and the investigated task are given below. ϕ : E → A and φ : L → R. Each entity e ∈ E belongs to an entity type ϕ(e) ∈ A, and each link l ∈ L belongs to a link type φ(l) ∈ R. The types of entities |A| > 1 or the types of links |R| > 1 in KGs.
Definition 2. KG-based Top-N Recommendation. Given the KG G, for each user u ∈ U, our task is to generate a ranked list of items that will be of interest to user u.
Subgraph Construction
It is computationally prohibitive to construct subgraphs between user-item pairs via traditional graph mining methods, such as BFS [60] and DFS [41] , over the whole KG. To reduce the complexity, we thus propose a more efficient subgraph construction strategy, which converts the time-consuming subgraph mining into salient path sampling and then reconstructs the subgraph by assembling all sampled paths between the user-item pairs.
Distance-aware Path Sampling. Existing KG-based methods [6, 8, 12, 21, 36] mainly adopt the meta-path guided random walk to generate paths between user-item pairs, which requires prior knowledge from domain experts for optimal meta-path selection [6, 8, 36] , and only keeps paths shorter than a predefined length [12, 21] . To ease these limitations and further reduce noise, we devise a distance-aware path sampling strategy that automatically selects salient paths. We presume that a local neighbor with shorter distance can help reflect more reliable connections. Hence, in our strategy, the next step of a walker is determined by the distance between the current entity and candidate entities.
Inspired by translational distance models [2, 28, 53] , we project all the entities into Euclidean space as embeddings, and measure their distances via Euclidean distance of the corresponding embeddings, which obeys the triangle inequality [18] . Meanwhile, enlightened by the tricks for training neural networks in [15, 20] , we pre-train the embeddings of entities in the KG by TransR [28] . 2 By doing this, we can calculate the pairwise distance for any two consecutive entities along a path and sum all these distances as the distance of the entire path. Finally, only the K paths with the shortest distance are preserved for constructing semantic subgraphs.
Path Assembling. Guided by the sampling strategy, a set of paths between a user-item pair -P(u, i) are sampled. By assembling paths in P(u, i), we generate the semantic subgraph, represented by an adjacency matrix -A. To be specific, we traverse P(u, i) to map each object and connection along a path into the subgraph as entities and links, respectively. Take the path: Mike → McDonald's → May → KFC in Figure 3 (a) as an example. Objects Mike, McDonald's, May, KFC are mapped as entities: e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , e 7 ; connections between entities (e.g., Mike and McDonald's) are mapped as relations (e.g., r 1 ) being represented as entries (e.g., a 1,2 = a 2,1 = 1) in A, as shown in Figure 3 (b). The adjacency matrix A that encodes the topology of the subgraph is then fed into the AGNN module to guide information propagation among entities. To note with, the subgraph is treated as an undirected graph as the connected entities would exert influences on each other along the link.
Attentive Graph Neural Network
To efficiently exploit KGs for recommendation, we take inspiration from the recent advance -gated graph neural network (GGNN) [27] , which has attracted considerable attention due to its superior learning capability on graphs, in various domains [25, 42, 51] . Typically, GGNN mainly focuses on dealing with homogeneous graphs. We thus propose an attentive graph neural network (AGNN), that tailors GGNN via fully considering the heterogeneity of KGs. It is achieved by four components, namely entity projection, relationaware propagation, attentive aggregation and gated update. Entity Projection. Given a subgraph G s = {E s , L s } with its adjacency matrix A s as input, we first adopt an embedding look-up layer to project each entity e l (e.g., KFC) and its corresponding entity type e ′ l (e.g., business) into low dimensional vectors e l ∈ R d and e ′ l ∈ R d ′ , where d and d ′ are the respective embedding sizes. Distinct from vanilla GNN only taking entity embeddings as inputs, we additionally integrate the embeddings of entity types to better encode the heterogeneity of KGs [52] . In particular, for each entity e l ∈ E s , we enhance its original entity embedding with its type embedding, given by:ê
whereê l is the type-enhanced embedding of e l ; f (x) =σ (Wx + b); W, b are the transformation matrix and bias term, respectively; ⊕ means concatenation operation. The type-enhanced embedding of e l is used to initialize its hidden state at propagation step t = 0,
In this way, AGNN incorporates the heterogeneous type information into the learned entity embeddings, encoding more information from KGs. Moreover, as parameter initialization is vital for the performance of deep learning models [10] , we initialize e l with the pre-trained embeddings via TransR [28] .
Relation-aware Propagation. Given h 0 l , AGNN updates embedding for e l by propagating and aggregating information from its neighbors. The vanilla GGNN merely propagates information w.r.t. entity embeddings, while ignores the semantic information encoded in entity relations. In KGs, an entity may connect with multiple neighbors via various relations (e.g. friendship, interaction, location), indicating different semantics. The rich semantics encoded in relations are critical for understanding the diverse user intents [52] . Hence, we propose a relation-aware propagation to explicitly fuse the heterogeneous relations of KGs for better embedding learning. In particular, we represent the relation between the target entity e l and its neighbor e k as r l,k , which is utilized to enhance the hidden state of its neighbor e k , achieved by:
where h t k is the hidden state of e k at propagation step t; r l,k ∈ R d ′′ is the embedding of r l,k ; d ′′ is the embedding size; д(x) = σ (Wx + b); 3 N l is the set of neighbors of e l . The outputĥ t k is the relation-aware hidden state of e k , which condenses the information propagated from the neighbor e k to e l along their relation r l,k , 3 We also implement д(x) with an MLP, but achieve unsatisfying performance. and then will be aggregated to update the embedding of the target entity e l . In sum, the relation-aware propagation enables AGNN to achieve a better exploitation on the heterogeneity of KGs.
Attentive Aggregation. Given the information propagated from neighbors, AGNN attentively aggregates the information for e l via an attention mechanism. Formally, at each propagation step t, the target entity e l aggregates the relation-aware hidden states of its neighbors, expressed as:
where a t l is the attentive aggregation of neighbors' hidden states; A s l ∈ R | E s | is the row vector of A s related to e l , denoting the connections of e l with all entities in G s ; |E s | is the total number of entities in G s ; Q t l ∈ R | E s | is the attention weight vector, which discriminates the influence of local neighbors on e l . We will introduce how to calculate the attention weight later; ⊙ denotes Hadamard product; (A s l ⊙ Q t l ) thus denotes the weighted connections between e l and its neighbors; for entities that have no connection with e l , the corresponding entries in A s l and Q t l will be set 0; ĥt−1 1 , ...,ĥ t −1 | E s | are relation-aware hidden states of all entities in G s generated from the previous propagation step (t − 1); To simplify the operation of matrix multiplications, we generate the relation-aware hidden states of all the entities in G s with the padded relation. Now we present how to calculate the attention weight vector Q t l in Equation 4, which helps discriminate the influence of local neighbors on e l . In vanilla GGNN, it assumes that all neighbors contribute equally to learn embedding for the target entity e l , which however might introduce noise and mislead the embedding learning process [11, 30] . We, therefore, distinguish the subtle difference of its neighbors (e.g., e k ) via an attention mechanism, implemented with a two-layer neural network:
where α t l,k is the attention score of e k at step t w.r.t. e l ;ĥ t −1 k is the relation-aware hidden state of neighbor e k ; h t −1 l is the previous hidden state of e l . We then normalize the above attention scores across all neighbors of e l by adopting the softmax function:
where q t l,k is the final attention weight, representing the strength of influence that e k has on e l . It makes up the weight vector Q t l . By assigning the informative neighbor with a higher weight, the attention mechanism is capable of suggesting which neighbors to focus on, so as to capture the salient semantic relations. The attentive aggregation of neighbors' information a t l is then utilized as the input state to update embedding for e l , as introduced next.
Gated Update. Given a t l , AGNN updates the embedding for the target entity e l through a gating mechanism similar to the gated recurrent units [7] for better controlling the information. Specifically, two gates are obtained to regulate the flow of information,
where z t l and r t l are the update and reset gates, respectively; σ is the sigmoid function; W z , U z , W r , U r are the learned weight matrices; a t l is the input state of e l generated by Equation 4. Thus, the candidate hidden state of e l ( h t l ) is constructed by the input state, previous hidden state and reset gate:
where W h , U h are the coefficient matrices; the reset gate r t l controls how much information from the previous hidden state h t −1 l to be discarded. The current hidden state of e l (h t l ) is then updated as the combination of the previous hidden state and the candidate hidden state, controlled by the update gate:
By recursively aggregating information from neighbors, AGNN can achieve a better exploitation on not only the first-order connectivity of entities with a single propagation step (t = 1), but also the high-order connectivity with multiple propagation steps (t > 1). After iteratively propagating T steps, the final hidden states fuse the information of entities and their neighbors up to T hops away, which are utilized as entity embeddings for predicting user preferences. To sum up, AGNN is able to capture the high-order user-item connectivity via relation-aware propagation and attentive aggregation, endowing itself with expressive capability.
MLP Prediction
With AGNN, we can learn better embeddings for user u and item i, which are further utilized to predict user preference as below:
where r u,i is the estimated score for user u on item i; e u , e i are the learned embeddings of u and i, respectively. In Equation (11), we feed the concatenated user and item embeddings into a MLP component to help model the complicated user-item interactions. Following the premise that neural networks can learn more abstractive features of data by using a small number of hidden units for higher layers [14] , we empirically implement a tower structure for the MLP component, halving the layer size for each successive higher layer. We adopt ReLU [32] as the activation function for hidden layers and sigmoid function for the output layer to control the estimated score r u,i into the range of [0, 1].
Model Optimization
Objective Function. Following [15] , we address the top-N recommendation task as a binary classification problem, where target value 1 means a user-item interaction is observed and 0 otherwise. Formally, we adopt the negative log-likelihood as the objective function, formulated by: where R + and R − denote the sets of observed and non-observed user-item interactions, respectively. We uniformly sample negative item j for each user u that she has not interacted with, and control the sampling ratio with regard to the number of positive item i to be 4:1. Parameters are learned by the back propagation through time (BPTT) [5] in AGNN module and by normal back-propagation in other modules. The optimization process is described by Algorithm 1, which is mainly composed of three parts: Subgraph Construction (lines 3-5), AGNN (lines 7-11) and MLP Prediction (line 12).
Complexity Analysis. The time cost of AKGE mainly comes from (a) subgraph construction and (b) subgraph encoding via AGNN. For (a), we can offline obtain the distance of all connected entities in the training data via the pre-trained embeddings. Given a target entity, we offline filter out all the out-going entities with the distance larger than a threshold, and build an alias table [26] for O(1)-time entity sampling. Hence, generating a subgraph for a user-item pair can be done in O(PM +MloдM) offline time, where P is the path length and M is the maximum number of considered paths. In practice, P ≤ 5 and M ≤ 1000 [19, 52] . For (b), the computational complexity for the matrix multiplication is T t =1 O(|E s |d 2 ), where d is the embedding size of hidden and input states, and T is the propagation step. The overall training complexity would be O(|R| T t =1 |E s |d 2 ), where |R| is the number of observed entries in R. In practice, T < |E s | ≪ |R|. In sum, the complexity is linear to |R| and quadratic to the embedding size d. 
EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS
We conduct extensive experiments on three real-world datasets 4 with the goal of answering four research questions:
• RQ1: Does our proposed AKGE outperform the state of-the-art recommendation methods? • RQ2: Can AKGE provide potential explanations about user preferences towards items? • RQ3: How do our proposed path sampling strategy, relationaware propagation and attentive aggregation affect the performance of AKGE, respectively? • RQ4: How do different choices of hyper-parameters affect the preformance of AKGE?
Experimental Setup
Datasets. Three benchmark datasets are utilized: (1) MovieLens-1M 5 is a widely used dataset in movie recommendations [45] , which describes user ratings towards movies ranging from 1-5; (2) Last-FM 6 is a music listening dataset collected from the Last.fm online music system, where the tracks are viewed as items. We use the same version of this dataset as in [50] ; (3) Yelp 7 records user ratings on local business scaled from 1-5. Additionally, social relations as well as business attributes (e.g., category, city) are also included. We process the datasets by following [4, 57] : if a user rates an item, we set it as an observed interaction with value 1 and 0 otherwise. Besides user-item interactions, we merge more information into KGs for each dataset. We combine MovieLens-1M with IMDb 8 as MI-1M by linking the titles and release dates of movies, so as to get side information about movies, such as genres, actors and directors. For Last-FM, we map tracks into objects in the database called Freebase via title matching to get attributes of tracks, such as artists, engineers, producers, versions, types, contained_songs, etc. For Yelp, we extract knowledge from the social network and local business information network (e.g., category, city). Table 1 summarizes the statistics of the three datasets. Evaluation Protocols. We adopt leave-one-out, which has been widely used in the previous efforts [1, 15, 16, 33] , to evaluate the recommendation performance. For each user, the latest interaction is held out as test set, and the remaining data is utilized as training set. Aligning with [9, 15, 52] , during testing, for each user, we randomly sample 100 items that the user has not interacted with and then rank the test item among the 101 items, so as to reduce test 4 We release our code and datasets at https://github.com/AKGE2020/AKGE. 5 https://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/ 6 https://grouplens.org/datasets/hetrec-2011/. 7 http://www.yelp.com/dataset-challenge 8 https://www.imdb.com/. complexity. Following [15, 52] , we adopt Hit@N and NDCG@N as the evaluation metrics, compute both metrics for each test user and report the average score at N = 10. Generally, higher metric values indicate better ranking accuracy. Comparison Methods. Four types of recommendation methods are compared: (1) plain collaborative filtering (CF) [34] based methods that only leverage user-item interactions, including Mostpop, UserKNN [17] , ItemKNN [34] , BPRMF [33] , NeuMF [15] ; (2) directrelation based method with KGs -CKE [58] ; (3) semantic-path based methods with KGs, including FMG [59] , MCRec [19] , RKGE [40] , KPRN [52] ; and (4) propagation based method with KGs -KGAT [50] .
Note that we do not compare with other KG-based recommendation methods (e.g., DKN [46] , SHINE [43] , PER [57] , SemRec [37] , HERec [36] ), as they are generally outperformed by recently proposed methods: RKGE [40] , KPRN [52] and KGAT [50] . Parameter Settings. The optimal parameter settings for all the comparison methods are achieved by either empirical study or adopting the settings as suggested by the original papers. For AKGE, we adopt Adam [23] as the optimizer, and apply a grid search in {0.001, 0.002, 0.01, 0.02} to find out the best learning rate γ ; the optimal setting for L 2 regularization coefficient λ is searched in {10 −5 , 10 −4 , 10 −3 , 10 −2 }. We empirically find out the best settings for other parameters as follows: the batch size is 256; the embedding sizes of entity, entity type and relation are set as d = 128, d ′ = d ′′ = 32; the hidden state size is 128; and the size of predictive factors of MLP component is set to 32. In addition, the number of sampled paths K for each user-item pair is set to 30 and the propagation step T = 2 to avoid over-fitting [54] . The detailed analysis of parameter sensitivity will be introduced in Section 4.5. Table 2 reports the performance of all the comparisons on the three datasets w.r.t. Hit@10 and NDCG@10. Due to space limit, we only show the results at N = 10, and similar trends can be observed at N = {5, 15, 20}. We summarize the major findings from the experimental results as below:
Performance Comparison (RQ1)
(1) Among all the comparison methods, most KG-based methods outperform the plain CF-based methods on the three datasets across all the evaluation metrics, which demonstrates that the usage of KGs indeed greatly improves the recommendation performance. It is worthwhile to note that NeuMF achieves better performance than BPRMF, implying the effectiveness of neural networks in capturing complex user-item interactions for recommendation;
(2) The direct-relation based method CKE underperforms the semantic path-based methods (RKGE and KPRN), indicating that modeling only first-order relations might not be able to make full Figure 4 : An illustrative example from MI-1M, where the extracted subgraph connecting the user-item pair (i.e., u 198 -X-Men) contains users (e.g., u 198 ), movies (e.g., Superman), directors (e.g., Singer), actors (e.g., Lawrence) and genres (e.g., Action) as entities; interaction (e.g., u 198 interacts with Superman), direction (e.g., Superman is directed by Singer), action (e.g., Hunger Game is acted by Lawrence) and genre (Star Wars belongs to action) as entity relations. e 1 , · · · , e 13 respectively denote the mapped indices of entities in the constructed subgraph; and the number in red (e.g., q 1,2 = 0.23) attaching on the link is the attention weight for neighbors (e.g., e 2 ) w.r.t the target entity (e.g., e 1 ).
use of the rich information encoded in KGs. It meanwhile confirms the effectiveness of semantic paths on recommendation. The observation is consistent with [45, 52] . In terms of semantic path-based baselines, both KPRN and RKGE are based on the automatically mined semantic paths, while FMG and MCRec heavily rely on the quality of handcrafted meta-paths. The performance of KPRN and RKGE far exceeds that of FMG and MCRec, verifying that the pre-defined features fail to uncover all potential relations between entities. Though both KPRN and RKGE are based on semantic paths, KPRN performs better than RKGE, as it additionally takes entity types and relation types into consideration;
(3) The most recent propagation based method KGAT outperforms path-based methods (KPRN and RKGE) on all datasets, which implies the effectiveness of explicitly modeling high-order connectivity. However, KGAT has a larger gap with AKGE especially on the dense dataset MI-1M, where the user preference requires to be uncovered with a large number of interactions. Propagating over the full KG could not distill the effective information from the noise, thus limiting the performance of KGAT;
(4) Overall, our proposed AKGE consistently achieves the best performance among all the comparisons on the three datasets w.r.t. all evaluation metrics. The improvements achieved by AKGE relative to the runner up w.r.t. Hit and NDCG are 8.45%, 8.65% on average, respectively (Paired t-test with p-value < 0.01). In a nutshell, through a better exploitation on both semantic and topological information encoded in KGs, AKGE shows its effectiveness for personalized recommendation.
Case Study (RQ2)
We conduct a case study to demonstrate AKGE's capability of providing potential explanations for the recommendation results. Towards this end, we randomly select a user (u 198 ) and her test item (i 3797 ) in MI-1M as an illustrative example. As shown in Figure 4 , it depicts the subgraph connecting u 198 -i 3797 , which is automatically extracted via the Subgraph Construction Module. We also attach the attention weights (red numbers) learned from the AGNN Module for our target user (u 198 ) and target item (i 3797 ) on the links. It can be observed that our AKGE can discriminate the influence of neighbors when learning embedding for the target user via attentive aggregation, thus offering potential explanations for her preference. As we can see, i 2333 gets the largest attention weight among all the neighbors (i.e., i 50 , i 2850 , i 2333 , i 1057 , i 2320 , i 10 ) of the target user u 198 , indicating i 2333 plays the key role to explain her intents, that is, contributes more information for learning embedding of u 198 . It makes sense since i 2333 has a strong similarity with the recommended movie i 3793 : sharing the same actor a 148 and being watched by the same users u 1511 and u 2874 .
Detailed Study of AKGE (RQ3)
Effects of Pre-train Technique. To study the effects of different pre-train techniques on AKGE, we select three widely used graph embedding methods: TransE [2] , TransH [53] and TransR [28] . We compare three variants of AKGE with different pre-train techniques, including AKGE T r ans E , AKGE T r ansH and AKGE T r ansR . The results are shown in Table 3 , from which we can observe that AKGE T r ansH performs better than AKGE T r ans E . One possible reason is that TransH enables an entity to have distinct embeddings when involved in different relations by using relation hyperplanes. AKGE T r ansR performs the best among all the variants. This is probably because TransR represents entities and relations in different spaces bridged by relation-specific matrices, thus is capable of better capturing the first-order relations among the KG. Effects of Path Sampling Strategy. To evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed distance-aware sampling strategy, we compare AKGE with its two variants: (1) AKGE r and -it utilizes the random sampling strategy to select paths for subgraph construction; (2) AKGE mp -it constructs subgraph with selected meta-paths based on [59] . The results are reported in and weak relations) into the generated paths; whereas the carefully designed meta-paths with different semantics in AKGE mp help improve the quality of paths to some extent; thanks to the distanceaware sampling strategy, AKGE is able to automatically uncover and discriminate the potential relations between user-item pairs. Moreover, the fact that AKGE r and outperforms other baselines (e.g. KPRN as shown in Table 5 , where we notice that AKGE pl ain performs the worst among the four variants, which demonstrates that the three components indeed greatly improve the recommendation performance. This is further verified by the fact that all the other three variants (1,2,3) perform worse than AKGE (shown in Table 4 ). In addition, the performance decrease caused by removing relation is larger than that caused by removing entity type, while is smaller than that caused by removing attention. This helps validate the great benefits brought by the proposed attentive aggregation.
Parameter Sensitivity (RQ4)
We finally study how different settings of hyper-parameters affect the performance of AKGE. In the following, except for the parameter being tested, all the other parameters are fixed as introduced in Section 4.1 for a fair comparison.
Number of Sampled Paths. To investigate the impact of the number of sampled paths (K) on recommendation accuracy, we fuse different number of paths with K = {5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60} into AKGE. As shown in Figures 5 (a-b ), we observe that as K increases, the performance of AKGE greatly improves at first since more paths could help encode rich knowledge from the KG. The optimal performance is obtained with K = 30, while gradually drops with further increase of K, which implies that too much integration of semantic paths would introduce noise even dramatically degrade the performance (e.g. accuary and complexity) of AKGE.
Propagation Steps of AKGE. We vary the propagation steps T to study its influence on the performance of AKGE. In particular, we search T in the range of {1, 2, 3, 4}. The results are presented in Figures 5 (c-d) , where we observe that AKGE achieves a better performance with T = 2 over T = 1. This suggests that increasing the depth of AKGE enables to efficiently model high-order connectivity, thus substantially enhancing the performance. However, the performance evidently decreases when stacking more steps (i.e., T = 3 and T = 4). This implies that considering second-order relations among entities could be sufficient to help capture the compositional semantics encoded in the subgraph, while stacking more steps may lead to over-fitting [47, 54] .
Embedding Sizes of AKGE. We further examine how the sizes of entity embedding d and entity type embedding d ′ affect the performance of AKGE. To achieve this, we test all combinations of d and d ′ in the range of {16, 32, 64, 128, 256}. The results are shown in Figures 5 (e-f). Due to space limit, we only show the results on MI-1M, and similar trends can be observed on the other datasets. From the results, we note that, given a fixed size of entity type embedings (e.g., d ′ = 16), the performance of AKGE first improves with the increase of entity embedding size d, and the best performance is achieved when d = 128. This suggests embeddings with larger size can remarkably help encode useful information. The performance, however, drops a lot with further increase of d (i.e., d = 256), as oversized embeddings may over-represent the entity, thus introducing noise. Similar trends are also possessed by d ′ , and its optimal value is 32 for the three datasets.
Layers of MLP.
We vary the number of layers of MLP in the range of L = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} to study its influence on the performance of AKGE. The results are reported in Figures 5 (g-h) , where we can note a gradual enhancement on the performance as L increases at first. This helps indicate the superiority of high non-linearities brought by stacking more non-linear layers for modeling complex user-item interactions. The optimal performance is achieved with L = 3, while drops by degrees with further increment of layer size due to possible over-fitting [15] .
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We propose a novel attentive knowledge graph embedding (AKGE) framework to better employ KGs for effective recommendation. The distance-aware sampling strategy helps automatically mine high-order subgraphs linking user-item pairs. The novel attentive graph neural network with relation-aware propagation and attentive aggregation assists in learning better semantic embeddings for entities in subgraphs by fully considering the heterogeneity of KGs. Extensive validation shows the superiority of AKGE against other counterparts. In the future, we aim to further reduce the model complexity of AKGE.
